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STUDY OF LUMINOUS SPOTS OBSERVED ON METALLIC SURFACES
SUBJECTED TO HIGH RF FIELDS

T. Junquera, S. Maissa, M. Fouaidy, A. Le Goff, IPN (CNRS - IN2P3) 91406 ORSAY cedex, France
B. Bonin, M. Luong, H Safa, J Tan, CEA - DAPNIA - SEA, 91191 GIF-SUR-YVETTE cedex, France

ABSTRACT

The performance of high gradient superconducting RF
cavities for electron accelerators is mainly limited by field
emission. Major improvements have been recently obtained
using different surface conditioning techniques confirming the
involvement of metallic particles in field emission
enhancement. ln=3&&»pajp|&^i~jp3eBt=ihe fesults obtained
with an optical apparatus attached to an RF copper cavity
equipped with a removable sample which is subjected to high
RF fields (&p£->:$&Wiftm): Stable light spots are observed on

the sample surface and their intensities and optical spectra are
measured as a function of the surface electric field. The total
emitted current is simultaneously measured by an isolated
hollow electrode facing the sample. Particles tjf-diffeTcnHypes

r n p r n f c l e ^ ^
features^are stedkd

the samples which can be maintained for pulse lengths in the
range of 10 us to 5 ms with a duty cycle of 1 %.The field
obtained with #1 samples was calibrated using a X-ray
detector and the field with #2 samples was calculated with
means of a computational code.

t e ^
information for understanding the field emission-phenomena
and thrconditiomng-effects

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we report on the development and
experimental work performed with an optical apparatus
attached to an RF cavity. A detailed description of this device
and some preliminary results were presented in previous
papers [1] [2] The initial goal was to develop a diagnostic
tool able to localize and characterize the light spots which are
observed on the surface of cavities submitted to high electric
fields. This effect has been observed in DC experiments [3]
and sometimes an intense luminous activity has been reported
in RF cavities with heavy- field emission.

EXPERIMENTAL SET |lJP
a) Cavity

A simple copper cavity has been proposed by the Saclay
Group [4] [5] for studying the RF field emission on removable
samples. Field emission from metallic surfaces at room
temperature is practically the same as from those at liquid
helium temperatures. A simple cavity with a removable
sample, operating at room temperature offers fast turn around
and low operating costs. The work concerning deliberately
contamination with metallic particles was presented in
references [4] [S] [6]. An identical cavity was slightly
modified to simultanously observe the top of the sample
through an optical window and collect the electron current
with a hollow electrode was developed [1] [2]. Two types of
samples were used in the present study [Fig.l]: #1 giving
Emax = 60 MV/m and #2 giving Emax = 100 MV/m (for 5 kW
peak input power). These are the electric fields on the top of

HbJ U

Sample # 1 Sample # 2

Fig. 1 : Sample geometry (all dimensions in mm)
b) Optical detectors

A simplified scheme is given in Figure 2. The intensified
camera has a sensitivity of 5 x 10~* lux in the wavelength
range of 400 - 6S0 run (at 40 % of maximum relative
response). A detailed description is given in Ref. [2]. During
the first tests a series of high-pass filters was used for a rough
evaluation of the spectral power density with a resolution of
50 run. The spectral analysis system was recently improved. A
pair of crossed slits (50 urn) was inserted in the optical path.
While the slits are moved to select the light emanating from
just one spot. A prism is then positioned on the optical path
and the dispersed light analysed by a cooled CCD
multichannel sensor (Hamamatsu C5809 model).

Squire diaphracm
SO > SO 2

Fig 2 : Optical detectors
This two dimensional CCD array (64 vertical x 512

horizontal) integrates the incoming light during the exposure
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phase. At the end of this time, the photocharges of individual
pixels are accumulated, first along the vertical axis (binning
phase) and then sequentially transferred to a readout stage. A
sample and hold circuit delivers a low impedance video signal
which is digitized by an oscilloscope. This signal is processed
by a PC computer program which displays the power density
spectrum for each exposure phase.

Due to the wavelength dependence of the refractive
index of the prism, the wavelength range covered by each
CCD channel varies from channel to channel ; lnm/channel
at 400 nm, 10 nm/channel at 1100 nm (1 channel corresponds
to 64 vertical pixels) The CCD sensitivity and channel
calibration were performed with different near-
monochromatic light sources (laser diode, LED, narrow band
filters) [Fig. 3]
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Fig. 3 : Calibration spectrum obtained with a
670 nm laser diode

Our calibration of power sensitivity was within ~ 7 % of
the manufacturer's values : a spot with luminous intensity of
101 4 W is detectable by this means. The correspondance
between wavelength and channel numbers was accomplished
with ± 1 channel error by using an interpolation method
between the monochromatic wavelength values.

RESULTS
Samples were prepared using a technique which is now

established |4] Particles are sprinkled on the top of a clean
sample placed over the cold vapors of an LN2 bath The
particles stick to the moistened surface and after drying
remain well adhered (for samples prepared in this manner, the
particles remain attached during sample mounting in the
cavity and the majority remain attached even with the
application of electrostatic fields) The samples are mounted
in the cavity on a laminar flow bench The prepared cavity is
then evacuated and the experiment starts when the pressure
reaches the range of lO'mbar. The past efforts of the GECS
group were concentrated on field emission from metallic
particles and surface scratches [4. 5. 6] In this paper we focus
on observations made on samples contaminated with dielectric
(AI2O3) particles Two s17.es of alumina particles have been
studied : large particles (50 - jim) and small particles (~
lum) On examination of the samples in the SEM. it was
found that the smaller particles tended to agglomerate into
larger clusters, but there were many individual particles as
well

Large particles
A copper sample (type # 1) contaminated with alumina

particles was submitted to RF pulses of 4 ms (1 Hz repetition
rate). Luminescent spots were clearly observed starting at a
field of 5 MV/m. Increasing the field up to 30 MV/m leads to
a higher density of spots on the top of the sample and a higher
luminous power [Fig. 4], The electron current was very
unstable (500 uA at 10 MV/m)

Fig. 4 : large alumina particles at E = 8 MV/m

Above this field level luminous tracks were observed,
sometimes following straight trajectories, other times
curvedf

Fig. 5 : large alumina particles at E = 20 MV/m
These tracks appear to be originated from the light spots

and are accompanied with an increase of the vacuum pressure,
higher electron current and important disturbances in the
frequency tuning of the cavity After several RF pulses the
electron current and luminous effects stabilize, but each time
the RF power level is increased it triggers a new spectacular
pattern of light tracks and sometimes "explosion-like"
luminous effects. Eventually a field level of 40 MV/m was



reached and a more stable emission phase was obtained. At
this point the RF power was turned off and the cavity vacuum
allowed to recover. The cavity behaved very differently during
the next experiment. The current was quite stable and found
to be roughly Fowler-Nordheim in nature. Luminous activity
did not start until 20 MV/ra. Several individual spots were
measured with the spectral analysis system Each spot showed
a spectrum [Fig. 6] with same shape but with a different
spectral density peak value and wavelength (ranging from 600
nm to 800 nm). One spot was studied between 30 - 40 MV/m;
it was found that the peak wavelength did not change as the
field level was increased. This study took several hours and
during this time some of the light spots remained quite stable

0.9 I

Fig. 6 .Three different light spots

Afterwards, the sample was examinated in a SEM.
Melted features were found on alumina particles with
diameters on the order of 10 um. Small clusters of smaller
particles (~ 5um in diameter) coated the sample surface and
some craters were also identified in their vicinity.

Fig. 7 : Small alumina particles at E = 80 MV/m
Small particles

In this experiment a niobium sample of type #2 was used
which gave more stable operating conditions The electron
current was quite low (15 \iA at 80 MV/m) and unstable
during the first few minutes Small luminous spots [Fig. 7]
were observed which remain visible just for 1 or 2 RF pulses

(100 us long, 5 Hz repetition rate, estimated field 80 MV/m)
After this conditioning period the pulse length was increased
to 2 ms (1.2 Hz repetition rate). This time, no light spots were
visible on the top of the sample and the electron current
stayed stable (Ie = 2 uA at 80 MV/m). Examination in the
SEM showed a large number of small craters (1 or 2 urn) in
the area where the light spots had been visible. No trace of
initial particles was founded over the surface. The short life
and instability of the light spots made the spectral
measurement very difficult in this experiment.

DISCUSSION
These experiments show that dielectric particles interact

strongly with the RF fields in the cavity They emit light and
may be responsible for the observed electron current. There is
also a clear dependence on the particle size

The unstable behavior during the conditioning phase is
accentuated for the larger particles which produce higher
currents and more intense light spots. The light spectra show
some similarity to those observed in alumina waveguide
windows [7] Some luminous features observed in the
experiment with large particles have been also observed in DC
experiments [3] : same order of magnitude of the luminous
power in a light spot (10"12W), spectral power density in the
range 600 nm - 800 nm and peak wavelength not dependent
on the electric field.

Let us consider the RF heating of these particles. The
power density' absorbed by a dielectric is given by P(W/m3) =
1/2 Eo er coE2 tan8/2 . For alumina (e-r = 10, tan8 = 10'3) in a
field of 50 MV/M at 1.5 GHz, we find P ~ 1012W/m3 The
temperature increase of a particle of any size can be calculated
using the specific heat (Cp = 756 J/kg.K) and density' 3970
kg/m3) of alumina. The time constant t, to reach this
temperature is proportional to the contact thermal resistance,
Rth and to the total heat capacity C of the particle From SEM
measurements, a value of Rth 3 107 K/W has been determined
giving time constants in the range 10 usec -100 msec
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SURFACE SCANNING THERMOMETERS
FOR DIAGNOSING THE TESLA SRF CAVITIES

T. Junquera, A. Caruette, M. Fouaidy, IPN (CNRS - IN2P3) 91406 ORSAY cedex, France
Q.S. Shu, DESY, 2000 HAMBURG 52, Germany

ABSTRACT

In order to investigate the field emission and the thermal
breakdown of 9-cell TESLA SRF cavities, 150 specially
developed surface scanning thermometers have been built. The
description of the thermometers and their calibration in
superfluid helium are presented. A special test chamber
equipped with a heated niobium plate is used to study the
thermometer thermal response versus the heater power at
different bath temperature. Trje^eeffipari$0B~9f~4bermemeteF
response with numerical simulations-results and experifflental
date^obtaffie<ijwith,reieience.lhermometers-inoiinted oirth&'Nb
plate using a thermal-bondirrg~agetrtr-allows -to get aft
estimation of the measurement efficiency -of—seaanrng
4hefmemetef$. Experimental data obtained with cavities are
analysed with the help of the calibration results and numerical
simulations.

INTRODUCTION

The development of He II surface thermometers for
diagnosing and studying the thermal effects in supercoducting
RF cavities has been a major activity of the Orsay Group
during the recent past years. Several papers describe the
different types of thermometers and the main experimental
features : fixed thermometers for studies of the anomalous
heating of samples mounted on special cavities [1], scanning
thermometers for monocell cavities [2] and special vacuum
thermometers for Kapitza conductance measurements [3].

In this paper we present the first results of a new
development in collaboration with the DESY laboratory, for
constructing a diagnostic system for the 9-cell TESLA
cavities. As compared to the older devices, a large number of
thermometers (> 100) are mounted around the cavity which
raises different mechanical and cabling problems. The complete
description and the first results are given in an another paper at
this conference [5]. In this paper we focuse on the calibration
of the thermometers and the thermal analysis of the first
temperature mapping results obtained.

DESCRIPTION

The surface thermometer design [Fig. 1] is very close to
the model developed earlier for the CERN group [2]. The
sensitive part is an Allen-Bradley carbon resistor (100 Ohm,
1/8 W) housed in a silver block with a sensor tip of 1 mm
diameter for the thermal contact to the external surface of the
cavity. This housing is thermally insulated against the
surrounding He II by an epoxy envelope ( Stycast) moulded
around the silver block and into a bronze piece which allows
the sensor mounting on the rotating thermometric arm. The

thermometers tip must present a good contact with the cavity
wall when scanning : two springs located inside two holes in
the body of the rotating arm are used for this purpose, the
contact pressure control and adjustement is allowed by means
of two screws. Each thermometer has two independent
manganin wires thermally anchored to the silver block with
- 15 cm free length for connecting to each cell board (14
thermometers). At the level of the boards the connectors ensure
the cabling dispatching inside the cryostat allowing the motion
of the rotating arm.

Rotating "Thermometer

Fig. 1

y' —
*- Cavity wall (Nb)

Cross section of a Hell surface
thermometer

CALIBRATION

Superfluid helium

A representative batch (32) of the 150 thermometers
fabricated for this device were tested using a special calibration
chamber [1] allowing the mounting of 16 thermometers at
every test. In principle all thermomters are located in a region
subjected to the same heat flux density. In this experiment the
thermometers tip were glued to the Nb heated plate by means
of a good thermal bonding agent (Apiezon N Grease) in order
to verify the fabrication process. The two thermometers
batches (2 x 16) give a mean thermal response <AT>! = 8.0
mK and <AT>2 = 8.8 mK respectively for a total heater
power of 195 mW at Tbath = 1.8 K. Numerical simulation of
the plate heater assembly for the same experimental conditions
gives AT = 56 mK. This calculation was performed in order
to evaluate the thermometer efficiency r\ defined as the ratio of
the experimental thermal response ATexp to the simulated
temperature jump AT,m at the Nb - He II interface. In this case
we obtained TJ = 0.14.

A complementary test was performed by mounting the
thermometers in the real operating conditions of the scanning
device, (e.g. without any bonding agent between the

Presented at the 1995 Particle Accelerator Conference
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thermometer tip and the Nb wall). The results for a batch of 13
thermometers is presented in Fig. 2 at two different heater
powers of 1.86 W and 2.8 W. A first group of thermometers
was mounted with a contact pressure of - 10 bars (spring load
of 80 gr) giving <AT>i.86 = 2.1 mK, a second group was
monted with a pressure of - 62 bars (spring load of 500 gr)
giving <AT>j.s6 = 6.4 mK. A third group of fixed
thermometers (e.g. glued with grease, not displayed) gives
<AT>, S6 = 92 mK. At a higher power (2.8 W) the
measurements were <AT>28 = 6.3 mK (at a pressure of 10
bars) and <AT>2.g = 16 mK (at a pressure of 62 bars). All
these results clearly show an important decrease of the
measurement efficiency when no bonding agent is used : r| is
now close to 0.01. Notice that in this case, the efficiency is
heater power dependant.

Pressure = 500gr

(S £ (2 ff

Pressure = 8Ogr

Fig. 2 : Thermal response at Tbath = 1-8 K
(without contact grease)

Subcooled helium I

The subcooled helium bath obtained for temperature over
the X point (T>2.2K) and a pressure of 1 bar gives the
possibility to study heat losses in the cavity wall in a far less
constrained mode than in Hell. In this case the heat transfer
mechanism is dominated by free convection cooling (laminar
or turbulent) which induces the formation of a thick
superheated helium boundary layer, the temperature is now
quite easy to measure without taking many precautions in the
mounting conditions of the thermometers. The calibration was
made with the same thermometer batch and the same chamber.
The results are displayed in Fig. 3. The same three groups of
thermometers were tested giving respectively <AT>80g =
572 mK, <AT>5oog = 651 mK and <AT> f i x e d = 537 mK for
a total power of 146 mW at 2.5 K. These values show clearly
a rather insensitivity to the mounting conditions and a much
reduced dispersion in each group as compared to superfluid
helium results. The agreement with a previous published
equivalent thermal resistance [4] in subcooled helium at 2.5 K
is quite good : the mean measured value is Rth - 30 K/W/cm2

which is consistent with the calculated value of 65 K/W/cm2

for the same heater [4] power. This agreement seems to be
quite good considering all the hypothesis and simplifications
adopted to calculate this thermal resistance in a free convection

bath with turbulent flow using dimensional analysis. Anyway
and as expected, the comparison with superfluid helium results
in terms of thermal boundary resistance (e.g. R^ ~ 2K/W/cm2,
Kapitza resistance at 1.8K) shows up the benefit of operating
in subcooled normal helium. However, the price to be paid is a
reduced spatial resolution and a reduced operating accelereting
field due to the global cavity heating.

without ntuc ISO ml
2 | | i 2 2 £ ,« £

with conuct mat wvhom *""•* <50° t»

Fig. 3 : Subcooled normal helium test
2.5 K < Tbath < 3 K

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first experimental results using a completely
equipped rotating arm (116 thermometers) have been obtained
with a prototype TESLA cavity (1.3 GHz, 9 cells) [5]. This
cavity, after a heat treatment at 1400 °C in a vacuum furnace,
was tested in a vertical cryostat at the DESY TTF facility.
During the experiment, high power processing (HPP) was
performed which leads to an important improvement of the
cavity performances : E a c c = 20 MV/m at Q o = 2 x 109 (Qo at
low field > 1010). Several T-maps were recorded during the
test in superfluid helium bath (before and after HPP) and in a
subcooled helium bath (after HPP).

a) Superfluid He II bath

During the first run. the cavity reach a maximum
accelerating field (Eacc) of 11.2 MV/m limited by a very heavy
field emission. The Qo decreased from > 10i0 at low field to
8 x 108 at the maximum field. A first T-map was recorded at
this value exhibiting very high AT in the 5 ^ cell. The heated
region was very extended : it concerns 12 thermometers of the
5 t h cell (Fig. 4) and presents several maximums at different
angles between 100 ° and 200 ° (Fig. 5). Very high AT were
measured (IK - 3.3 K) in this cell.

Fig. 4 : AT (5th cell thermometers) at 130°
azimuthal angle
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130 150 170
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Fig.5 : AT (thermometer #59) vs. azimuthal angle

The first question raised by these results is if we may trust the
measurements. In order to explain that a very high
measurement efficiency of the thermometers must be
considered. During the thermometer calibration the
measurement efficiency has exhibited a strong dependance on
the heat power level : the efficiency is multiplied by 2 when
the power is increased from 1 to 3 W. This is completely
different from the behaviour of fixed thermometer using a
thermal bonding agent (Apiezon grease) which exhibits a AT
linearly proportional to the heater power. Evidence of high AT
measured in monocell cavities with scanning thermometers has
been observed many times. Values of AT in the range of
100 mK to 200 mK have been measured in Nb/copper cavities
at CERN [2] with largely lower RF power levels (~ 2 to
10 W).

If we admit a very good efficiency at the high heat flux
density encountered in this cavity, another questionable point
remains : are such high heat flux density levels compatible
with the critical heat flux in He II ? Some references on this
subject confirms that metallic heated plates in He II exhibit
very high AT (5 to 6 K) in the Kapitza regime before reaching
the critical flux inducing the transition to film boiling [6].

Extensive calculations of electrons trajectories at 11.2
MV/m shows that emission sites located in the proximity of
the iris of the 5th cell could explain such impacts in the
equator region of this cell. The azimuthal spreading of the
heated area is more difficult to understand. Model calculations
simulating a unique emitter site provocating a rather thin
electron impact along the azimuthal can explain a smaller
angular spreading in the cold face of the cavity. To explain the
AT shapes observed, a first hypothesis of separated sites
located in the same cell at different angles along the iris must
be admited. From the point of view of the total power
involved in this experiment we have performed the integration
of the heat power density over the heated region :

where Sth is an estimation of the equivalent heated surface
measured by one thermometer which has been arbitrarily taken
equal to the product of the distance between two thermometers
and length corresponding to a scanning angle of 10°. hK is the
Kapitza conductance at the measured point

hk = HK.f(AT) = h0 Tbalh-. f (ATn-batb)
H k = 0.017 T3 62 W/cm2K [7].

This integration gives Q - 100 W which seems to agree
quite well with the RF power measurements. The power
attributed to the electrons is easily deducted from the AQ0 at
E a c c = 1 1 . 2 MV/m (AQo = 1010 - 8 x 108). A simple
calculation gives Peiectron ~ HO W. So, we obtain values
which are of the same order of magnitude : the discrepency
could be attributed to HK variations from Nb sample to
another and to T| which is not exactly 1. This good agreement
could add some confidence to the recorded AT.This strong field
emission was efficiently treated by HPP technique in the same
experiment and a very good Eacc value was reached (20 V/m).
A T-map taken at 17.7 MV/m shows that the heating observed
in the 5 th cell has disappeared and that some lower heating is
now measured in the cells #5 and #7 reaching some peaks of
AT -50mK at angles of 100° and 280°.

b) Subcooled helium bath

Several T-maps were performed in a subcooled Hel bath
at bath temperature in the range 2.3 - 2.5K with E a c c -18
MV/m. All the maps shows a global heating (AT) ~ 400 mK
of all the cells and some scattered hot points in cells # 5 and
# 7. It is interesting to compare this measured values with the
results obtained during the calibration : the surface resistance
(RBCS

 + Rresidualiat a w a J l temperature of 3 K is estimated to
be Rs = 150 nil. In the equator region of the cells the surface
magnetic field corresponding to Eacc = 1 8 MV/m can be
computed : Hs s 6.104 A/m. Then the heat flux density in

this area is calculated : qs = -RsHJ =27mWI cm2.

Considering the equivalent thermal resistance measured during
the calibration tests in subcooled helium ( R^ ~ 30 K/W/cm2)
we can estimate the resulting heating : AT - 800 mK. This is
a good agreement with the measured values when we take into
account all the simplifications adopted to perform this
estimation the thermal resistance depends on the heated surface
orientation with respect to the vertical (buoyancy force).
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Abstract
A 500 MeV, 1.3 GHz superconducting linear

accelerator is being studied and built to serve as a test facility
for the TESLA linear collider project. The phase 1 injector^
fiaving an «nergy-of-8
with a-high-duty cycle^869~f
rate)l consists of a 250 keV electron gun, a^44r?
harmonie buncher and a superconducting capture cavity at the
main linac frequency. The main characteristics (intensity,
position, emittance, bunch length, energy spread) are to be
measured using different techniques. A particular effort will be
made on the use of optical transition radiation (OTR) for the
determination of the transverse beam emittance as well as the
bunch length. The injectorr tnvolvingT-the-participatioft-^f
three French laboratories" (LAL;eEA/DAPNIATl^N)rwtli-be
tested partly in France (Orsay-Saciay)andlrïen compietely-at
DE-SY~(Hamburg).

1. INJECTOR DESCRIPTION
The TTF linac injector can be conveniently divided into 5
sections; (i) a 250 kV electron source and its associated power
supply, (ii) a 250 keV electron transport line, (iii) a
superconducting RF "capture cavity" to bunch and accelerate
the incoming beam to energies of 8 to 14 MeV, (iv) a beam
analysis station to measure the properties of the accelerated
beam, and (v) a high energy transport line to match the beam
to the TTF linac.
As the TTF injector has already been described elsewhere
[1,2,3] we will give only a brief description of each of these
sections before describing in more detail the diagnostics which
will be used on the injector. Table 1 shows the main
specifications for the injector. A brief description of the TTF
linac can be found in reference 4.

Table 1
Specification of the TTF Injector

Beam energy
Average current
Pulse length
Bunch length (rms)
Energy spread (rms)
RMS emittance
Repetition rate

>8MeV
8 mA
800 us
1 mm
< 1%
lOmm-mrad
10 Hz

1.1 The Electron Source and Power Supply
The injector employs a 250 keV electron source in which the
electrons are first accelerated to a nominal 30 keV in a
conventional thermionic triode gun before receiving the
additional energy by acceleration in a 90 cm long electrostatic
column. Further details of the 30 kV gun can be found in a
companion paper [5]. The electrostatic column is a
commercial tube employing a series of metallic field-grading
electrodes interspersed by glass insulators glued to the
electrodes. The gun and the column are fed by individual
power supplies, 40 kV for the former and 300 kV for the
latter. To obtain a stable voltage during the 800 p.s
macropulse the column is powered via a 33 nF capacitor.
Measurements of the long term voltage stability show the
variations in the power supply are inferior to lxlO"4. The
entire power supply equipment, which was constructed by
Sefelec, has been tested to full voltage. The column-gun
arrangement is pumped via a 200 1/s pump at the outut of the
column. The vacuum conductance of the column limits the
pumping speed at the gun to 35 1/s. Following baking of the
gun (80°C) and the column (60°C - limit recommended by
manufacturer) the base pressure in the column is 4x10"^ mbar.
Modulation of the gun is obtained by applying a train of -100
V, 1 ns pulses to the cathode from a wide-band amplifier. The
input pulse to the amplifier can be varied in repetition rate
from 217 MHz down to 1 MHz. The amplifier (Nucletudes,
France) and its associated electronics has been tested into a
dummy load and performs according to specification.

1.2 The 250 keV Transport Line
Along with the diagnostics (described below) the main
elements of the 250 keV line consist of 4 shielded solenoidal
focus lenses, and a 216.7 MHz sub-harmonic pre-bunching
cavity. The lenses, required to transversely confine the beam
during transport to the capture cavity, each provide an
integrated strength of 8xlO'5 T2m over an active length of 9.4
cm and with a peak field of 350 Gauss. One of the four lenses
is constructed as a 'double lens', i.e. two lenses with their
magnetic fields in opposing directions. This means that there
is no net rotation for the beam on passing through the lens
and thus it can be conveniently used for beam emittance
measurements. Each lens (purchased from Sigmaphi)
incorporates a pair of horizontal and vertical steering elements
in which the conductors are drawn onto printed circuit boards
mounted inside the solenoids. The sub-harmonic bunching
(SHB) cavity is a single re-entrant cell fabricated in stainless
steel. To reduce the cavity RF losses the internal surface has
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received a thin (40 [im) deposition of copper. The cavity is
powered by a 2 kW RF amplifier capable of delivering 5 ms
pulses at 10 Hz. The amplifier (RFTS, Bordeaux), which was
specified to have phase stability of 0.5° and an amplitude
stability of 0.5% during a 1 ms pulse has been fully tested and
shown to meet its specifications. The cavity has been
conditioned with full RF power and bench measurements have
confirmed the computed shunt impedance and unloaded Q of
the cavity (Rs = 3 Mii, Qo = 22000). With the exception of
the SHB all elements on the 250 keV beam line have been
mounted on a common girder and the girder has been installed
at the output of the high voltage column. At the time of
writing tests of the 250 keV beam are planned to commence at
the beginning of May 1995.

1.3 The Capture Cavity
After the SHB further bunch compression is performed by a
superconducting (SC) cavity. The SC cavity is a standard
niobium, 9 cell, TESLA cavity, fabricated by CERCA S.A.
(France). After hydroforming the half cells, heat treatment in a
vacuum furnace was performed at Saclay (1300°C for 1000
minutes) which improves the residual resistivity ratio (RRR)
of the niobium to an estimated value of 360. Following this
treatment, complete electron welding of the cells, coupler
ports and helium tank connecting flanges was accomplished.
The chemical polishing treatment of the cavity internal surface
(105 u,m) was followed by High Pressure Water Rinsing (100
bar) at DESY.
The cavity was tested at DESY in a vertical cryostat equipped
with a special coupler and waveguide transition for RF
conditioning using High Peak Power (HPP) processing.
Initial HPP in LHe at 4K was applied to the cavity with 1
MW peak power RF pulses at a repetition rate of 2 Hz and
progressively increasing pulse lengths (50 ^.s, 100 u.s, 200
jis). During this first experiment the accelerating field reached
21 MV/m with a Q e x t = 106. After cooling the helium bath
to 1.8 K further HPP conditioning was applied culminating in
a maximum accelerating field of 23 MV/m with a 300 ^s RF
pulse. Measurement of the Q vs E a c c at 1.8 K in cw mode
shows a very good low field Qo (1.4xlO10) and absence of
electron emission, however the accelerating field was limited
to 14.5 MV/m by a quench. In conclusion the fabrication
methods and the treatments were validated giving very good
results for this cavity so allowing its mounting into the
capture cryostat. Simulation studies of the injector show a
large tolerance for the acceptable accelerating field ( 8 - 1 5
MV/m) in order to achieve the required electron beam
specifications at the entrance to the first cryomodule.
The cold tuning system is now ready to be mounted in the
cavity. It was assembled on a TESLA cavity and tested at
room temperature giving a frequency tuning range of ± 470
kHz. A complete mechanical test, including the stepping
motor, was performed in a LN2 bath.

The main parts of the capture cryostat are now fabricated and
the assembly has started. A special interface cold box is under
construction in order to perform a complete lest of the cavity
with its coupler at the nominal operating conditions, both
with cryogenic and RF power.
The capture cavity klystron has been succesfully tested to 300
kW peak power with RF pulses of 2 ms (10 Hz repetition
rate). The modulator exhibits a plateau stability of 0.1%

during the pulse. The phase and amplitude control loops are
now constructed and the design concepts were succesfully
tested in the MACSE facility at Saclay with the nominal
pulsed condition of the TTF linac.

1.4 The Beam Analysis Line
In order to verify the beam parameters after acceleration in the
capture cavity, and to allow regulation of the RF phases, a
beam analysis line is installed down stream of the capture
cavity. The high energy beam is deviated by a dipole magnet
having a bend radius of 700 mm and a bend angle of 60°.
Vertical edge focusing is provided by introducing a wedge
angle of 18.24° at the exit and entrance faces. The resulting
horizontal focal plane is 1242 mm downstream of the exit
face, and consequently energy spread measurements will be
made in this plane as described below. The maximum
allowable field in the magnet is 0.1T, permitting electrons of
energies upto 20 MeV to be measured.

1.5 The High Energy Transport Line
The principal elements of the high energy transport line, again
with the exception of the diagnostics described below, consist
of a pair of quadrupole triplets which will be used to transport
the beam emerging from the capture cavity to the first
cryomodule of the TTF linac. Again, the triplets incorporate
steering elements to properly centre the beam at the input to
the first cryomodule. At a later stage we plan to install a
magnetic chicane on this line to permit experiments with off-
axis beams in the linac. X-ray diodes, situated close to beam
collimators, will indicate the presence of beam losses when
tuning the injector. While tuning, the beam will be stopped in
a cooled Faraday cup capable of handling the 1 kW average
beam power.

2. BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
In order to measure and check the beam characteristics

appropriate instrumentation is installed along the linac. On
the 250 keV beam line, up to the first cryomodule, numerous
monitors are provided due to the necessity to verify and, if
possible, improve the initial beam characteristics. Non
destructive monitors are used for beam intensity, position and
RF phase but all profile monitors are destructive.

2.1 Intensity and Position Measurements
The beam pulse at the gun exit will be checked with a

capacitive pick-up made from an alumina ring with a copper
deposition on its inner and outer surfaces. The capacitance is
120 pF. Current monitors using toroids, placed before and
after the capture cavity permit beam intensity monitoring and
allow beam losses to be detected to provide a "trip" signal to
tum off the gun.

Beam position monitors (BPM's) of the "button electrode"
type have been constructed to monitor the beam position
throughout the injector. An additional electrode on one BPM
allows a measurement of the RF phase of the beam with
respect to the master oscillator phase. The beam centroid is
evaluated using the signals delivered by four electrodes. These
signals are first filtered and then RF multiplexed before being
treated in a single analogue electronic channel so as to avoid
discrepancies due to different gains, bandwidths or zero offsets
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between four different channels. Results concerning the beam
position are represented on a graphic page using written
indications (position in mm) or bargraphs. Acquisition and
timing procedures are monitored through a VME card. Time
shuttering inside the macropulse is forseen. This will allow a
sharper analysis of the beam position.

2.2 Beam Profile Measurements
The 6-D emittance is obtainable through transverse and

longitudinal profile measurements. Developments in optical
methods and of the associated software tools make them
preferable for this task [6]. Nevertheless, more classical
methods using, for example, secondary electron emission are
also considered.

Transverse Beam Profiles
Secondary electron emission with SEM-grids and optical

transition radiation with aluminium foils and luminescent
screens are used. Retractable aluminium oxide screens with a
thin, transparent, deposition of indium oxide are used before
and after the capture cavity to get approximate information on
the beam dimensions. Quantitative information on the beam
profile is obtained by an SEM-grid placed between the SHB
and the capture cavity. The low beam energy (250 keV)
implies short stopping ranges and high energy deposition in
the grid material. Therefore titanium strips of only 12 |im
thickness were chosen. To permit high enough resolution and
measurement range, an SEM-grid with 32 strips of 300 [im
width and 400 p.m separation has been constructed. Integrators
with LF356 op-amps are connected to the strips. An
adjustable gain amplifier is added in each channel. Digitisation
is ensured via a MAX255 circuit. Each of these modules has 8
sample-and-holds with a multiplexer, an 8 bit ADC and an 8
bit x 8 channel memory. Data treatment is done with standard
VME. Beam profiles are displayed on a monitor and the
corresponding widths (FVVHM, RMS...) sent to a data base.
Due to space-charge effects at this energy an appropriate
procedure is necessary for the emittance calculation. It uses the
integration of the Kapchinsky-Vladimirsky envelope equation,

R" + K(z)R - 2I/IA(PY)3R - £2/R3 = 0

This equation is integrated succesively for n different
settings of a magnetic focusing lens placed before the SEM-
grid. The calculated radii are then compared to the measured
ones and a least squares fit method gives the value of the
emittance, radius and divergence of the beam upstream of the
magnet. The Twiss coefficients are then derived and the ellipse
constructed and displayed [7]. A 100 ns gating system allows
emittance analysis inside the macropulse.
An SEM-grid made of 40 tungsten wires (20 micron diameter,
2 mm separation) placed in the horizontal focal plane of the
bending magnet of the injector analysis line will provide
energy spread measurements with a dispersion of 16 mm/%.
Profiles and associated widths are processed as described above.
After acceleration in the capture cavity, the transverse beam
profile will be measured using OTR. N profiles,
corresponding to N different settings of the quadrupole triplet

upstream will permit the emittance to be calculated using the
"method of three gradients" and a least square fitting routine.
An intensified CCD camera permits time resolved emittance
measurements in the macropulse with a minimum time
window of 100 ns. The beam divergence at the OTR location
will be obtained by collecting part of the optical image after a
beam splitter. This will be done by placing the CCD camera
in the focal plane of the lens. A digitising card (IPP/ELTEC)
working on a VME standard will allow digital conversion, on
8 bits, of 4 cameras at video standard CCIR or EIA. An
interlaced mode, however, is not allowed here. Image storage
will be done in a 1 Megabyte memory zone. External
synchronisation for the acquisition is used. Gain and offset at
the entrance of the ADC is programmable. A video output is
used to obtain the beam spot. A C-library is connected to this
card. The use of numerical filters, mathematical transforms
and histogram construction is available by this means.
Moreover, this library supports the hardware functions. It
works under OS9 and some modifications have made it usable
under LynxOS and VXWorks.

Longitudinal Beam Profile
A second beam splitter will take part of the optical light to

a streak camera (ARP-RGM-SC1) having a resolution of 3 ps.
Bunch lengths will thus be determined.

3. SUMMARY
A brief description of the status of the TTF injector has

been given. The electron source and the 250 keV beam line are
essentially complete and beam tests will begin soon. A
capture cavity with the desired RF performance has been
produced and its cryostat is under fabrication. The klystron has
been tested to full power. The magnets for the high energy
beam line have been specified and are on order from industry.
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ABSTRACT

We describe the capture cavity cryostat, for the Tesla Test Facility at DESY in Hamburg,
which was designed and is presently under assembly in France. W 3 f e &

i f ill f d b h i h i i d f l i i
g p y y

construction of an ancillary feed box .which is required for a preliminary cryogenic test prior to
delivery, , ,. ,., , i <:, <• v>;.v ,j(

INTRODUCTION

The capture cavity is the first cryogenic device on the beam line of the Tesla Test Facility
(TTF) at DESY in Hamburg and will connect the "warm" injector to the first cryomodule.

Design, manufacture and integration of the different parts of the cryostat are substantially
done in France and will be completed locally in order to perform two cryogenic tests prior to the
delivery to DESY. This decision, however, implies the construction of major ancillary
equipment for supply and control of the cryogenics in this first phase.

REFRIGERATION

The capture cavity is mounted in a separate cryostat at the end of the injector. For its final
installation at DESY (1) a common feed box provides the cooling for Cryocap as well as for the
subsequent cryomodules, connected partly in parallel, partly in series at the following three
temperature levels:

• a supply of two-phase He at 1.8 K, 16 mbar which maintains a constant level of superfiuid
LHe around the cavity,

• a second loop, fed with supercritical He at 3 bar, enters at 4.5 K and cools a heat sink on
the RF input coupler,

• a third loop uses He gas at 14 bar and 60 K for cooling a single radiation shield.
For initial cool-down or final warm-up of the cavity a small feed line is connected to the

bottom of the LHe tank.
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CRYOSTAT

Figure 1 shows the composition of Cryocap.

NTERNAL SIGHT LNES

9 CELLS STANDARD CAVITY

CRYOGEMC CONNECTION
NTERFACE

NSTRUt-ENTATION
FEED-THROUGH

LHe SUPPLY
• PHASE SEPARATOR

Figure 1. Capture cavity cryostat (CRYOCAP).

LHe tank with cavity

The capture cavity consists of a single but standard 9 cell 1.3 GHz cavity and features the
new concepts developed for the TESLA project, i.e. integration into a cylindrical helium vessel
with a reduced capacity (23L), with all RF couplers located outside in the vacuum space and
thus cooled by conduction only through the niobium walls of the cavity.

The LHe tank is made from titanium, easy to weld to niobium and of a similar thermal
contraction. But as niobium turns brittle at very low temperature, the composed titanium-
niobium reservoir is not accepted as a pressure vessel, therefore the outer vacuum tank has to
assume the duty of a containment volume.

Fine RF tuning of the cold cavity is obtained with a mechanism which compresses the
whole 9-cell assembly by approximately ± 1.5 mm.

Passive magnetic shielding of the cavity is provided with a sheet of Cryoperm placed on
the LHe tank.

10 layers of superinsulation are wrapped around the fully equipped LHe vessel.

Suspension system

Two split suspension rings are clamped onto the LHe vessel. A radial suspension device
with 2 x 4 rods of epoxy-fibreglass, in an antagonistic array which permanently blocks any
thermal contraction, maintains the cavity in its adjusted initial position. Such a mounting is
acceptable since the low Young's modulus of the composite induces only moderate thermal
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stresses which may occasionally be measured with a set of 4 strain gauges mounted in the upper
fixture of the suspension rods.

In the axial direction, the LHe tank is blocked with a finger device which penetrates from
the vacuum tank into one of the suspension rings.

Radiation heat shield

The thermal radiation from ambient temperature to the cavity is intercepted by a single
copper radiation shield cooled to 80 K with forced flow He or LN circulation on its cylindrical
part. It integrates into the vacuum tank where it stands on 4 nylon bases. Both removable end
covers are conduction cooled.

Heat flow from the surroundings is reduced with a blanket of 40 layers of superinsulation.
The insulating vacuum is autonomous ; a specially devised barrier, located in the cryogenic

connection line, separates it from the feed box vacuum space.
A blackened baffle array on the radiation shield allows an efficient evacuation of the

innermost vacuum space.
Its basic function apart, the radiation shield also serves other purposes :

• it provides a heat sink for thermal intercepts,
• it supports a solenoidal coil for active magnetic shielding during cool down,
• it may be used to accelerate a warm-up of the cryostat with a thermocoax resistor soldered

onto the copper cylinder.

Vacuum tank

The vacuum tank, made from stainless steel, is designed for a service pressure of 1.2 bar
abs. As a containment vessel for the fragile cavity reservoir it is protected with a big safety
valve against any excessive overpressure.

The removable end caps define the primary alignment axis for the cavity with two
permanent sight lines through the entire cryostat, thus allowing an occasional check of the
cavity position even in a cold state.

Heat load
A thermal budget estimate limited to the fully equipped CRYOCAP is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Heat load estimate for Cryocap

Temperature
level
(K)

80

4.5

1.8

Nature of heat flow

Conduction (supports, heat intercepts)

Radiation

Total

Intercept on RF input coupler

Conduction (supports, electric leads)

Radiation

RF power dissipation in cavity

Total

Static heat
flow with

no RF power
(W)

15
37

52

0.3

1.1

0.4

1.5

Static heat
flow with

full RF power
(W)

18
37

55

0.5

1.1

0.4

1.3

2.8
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ANCILLARY FEED BOX (AFB)

For the first cryogenic tests in France, a special ancillary feed box was built which
substitutes for the DESY feed box and provides the cooling for Cryocap at 1.8 K. and 4.5 K
with liquid helium (LHe) and at 80 K with liquid nitrogen (LN) corresponding to the flow
scheme of Figure 2.

HE HP
10 bar

HE LP
1 bar

HE VLP
10 mbar

UTILITIES INTERFACE

I Uh || |[_l£^J| * r-«lJCV2

CRYOaUID SUPPLY I £ ~
CRYOCAP INTERFACE

80K 4.5K

Figure 2. Ancillary feed box for Cryocap and its flow scheme

LHeiinder 1.2 bar is siphoned continuously from a standard storage vessel, passes a
recondensing coil immersed in a LHe pool at 4.2 K and then divides into two flows.

The first flow is only used occasionally for an initial cool-down of the cavity.
The second flow supplies the 4.5 K cooling loop in Cryocap where it partially vaporizes,

then returns to AFB where the residual liquid maintains a constant LHe level of the 4.2 K bath,
adjusted with the control valve LCV1.

LHe for the 1.8 K bath is taken from the 4.2 K reservoir. A passage through heat
exchanger El cools it to 2.2 K and thus substantially reduces the flashing losses during
expansion to 16 mbar in LCV 2. This valve remotely controls a constant LHe level of the 1.8 K
cooling bath in Cryocap.

A second storage vessel provides LN which is essentially used for radiation shield
cooling. Thus a continuous feed of LN passes, first in an annular gap through the coaxial LHe
transfer line, then through the cooling loops soldered onto the radiation shields of both AFB
and Cryocap and finally cools the charcoal adsorbers, alternately E3O or E31, where it entirely
vaporizes.

The cold He vapour from Cryocap and those from the 4.2 K cooling bath in AFB may be
handled in two different ways :

a) they are simply warmed up to ambient temperature in an electric heater,
b) their potential cooling capacity is recovered in an economizer.
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With the construction of the feed box we wanted to combine our long term interests with
our short terra obligations, so we decided to equip the cold box from the very beginning with a
line of heat exchangers which might be operated arbitrarily as an economizer as a simple heater.

The economizer principle consists essentially in a counter-current heat exchange of the
available enthalpy in the escaping low pressure stream to an inflowing high pressure stream
whose final Joule-Thomson expansion produces a substantial amount of LHe which in turn
reduces the supply from the external storage for the same useful cooling capacity.

Our arrangement consists of two separate Hampson type heat exchangers of high
efficiency, operating between 4 to 80 K and a single heat exchanger with a comparatively poor
efficiency which operates between 80 to 300 K as a counter-current heat exchanger. The latter is
made from two coaxial flexible hoses of 20 m lengh wound on a cylindrical mandrel. High
(HP) and low pressure (LP) gas flows inside of the flexibles hoses, whereas the very low
pressure (VLP) gas passes externally and perpendicular to the windings which are, moreover,
equipped with an electric heater of 3 kW. Therefore, if no economizer is used, the same
apparatus might only be used to warm up the cold vapours to ambient temperature.

Two sets of commutative charcoal traps are provided to purify the incoming high pressure
He and to maintain its temperature down to 80 K.

For optimum performance of the economizer the HP mass flow has to be permanently
adjusted to the fluctuating LP and VLP cold gas returns. Two identical autonomous control
valves have been developed which maintain the temperature of the incoming HP flow at an
optimum value (i.e. 6 K).

PRESENT STATUS (July 1995)

Some problems in developing the cavity and its RF coupler induced a substantial delay in
our initial planning. Thus assembly of Cryocap has just started and will be completed in next
autumn.

The ancillary feed box has been assembled and a first cryogenic test of this particular unit
is in progress.
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ABSTRACT

Aj| novel rotating temperature and radiation mapping system in He II has been
developed to investigate field emission (FE) & thermal breakdown (TB) in TESLA 9-cell
SRF cavities. M©Fe-than~1^009'SpDtsrTHTil^^^^««rfSce"cantie^anaryze<Hn^ne-tum-with
5Q^teppiftg. 150 special surface scanning thermometers have been developed to measure
surface temperature in He II. 32 photodiodes are employed to study the X-rays induced by
FE electrons. ftieM^taltng^rm hoMrJ3t3tiiiwmi44t^ai^^nd^ phmtnrljodes. A unique
driving and suspension system is designed to gently turn the 9 arms around the cavity and
uniformly press the thermometers against cavity surfaces. A moving adapter device
(pancakes) is designed for rotating a large number of electronic cables which become
inflexible in superfluid He.

The~TrR ip p g y g
caused by FE and Ti£, arid has^ayed^^tgiuficantjr^

INTRODUCTION

Main Obstacles of High Gradient Cavities

The field emission (FE) and thermal breakdown (TB) are still the main obstacles
preventing SRF cavities from confidently reaching Eacc = 25 MV/m (TESLA's goal) from
existing operating levels of 5-10 MV/ra1-2-3. Most of the FE sources and TB defects on the
inner RF surfaces of cavities were found to be submicro-sizes 4$ and activated only at high
RF fields while cavities are in a superconducting state. It is impossible to directly observe
the FE and TB through inner surface of cavities during RF operation. Therefore, the main
approach to understanding the FE and TB of cavities is to study the hot spots and X-rays
(induced by impacting FE electrons) generated on the cavity surfaces during RF operation.

DESY's Rotating T-R Mapping System

Various temperature (T) mapping and X-ray (R) mapping systems have been
developed at many laboratories around the world-*-4-6-7-8. The systems can be classified
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into two categories: (1) Fixed Mapping - thermometers or photodiodes are fixed on the
surfaces of cavity. (2) Rotating Mapping - thermometers or photodiodes are rotating
against the surfaces of cavity.

The Rotating T-R mapping system developed at DESY for TESLA 9-cell cavities
combines measurements of T & R and employs special rotating scanning thermometers
which we developed at INP Orsay.

Advantages.
(1) Greatly reduce the number of sensors: The DESY T-R mapping analyzes 10,000

spots on cavity surface using only 116 scanning thermometers. A stystem using fixed
thermometers would require 10,000 thermometers to analyse the same spots on cavity.

(2) Once an area is suspected, the sensors in DESY mapping system can be relocated
to the suspect location during cryogenic-RF operation for additional analysis.

(3) The mapping combines T-R diagnostic system to give information on both
heating and x-rays for understanding the dynamic progress of cavity processing.

Challenges.
(1) Fixed contacts and use of grease as bounding agent to enhance thermal contact

between thermometer and surface being measured are essential to reach a high efficiency
(particularly, in the case of He II). To a rotating system, neither fixed contact nor grease
can be applied. New type of thermometers is needed9.

(2) Due to TESLA cavity structure, thermometers can not reach the high risk areas of
FE at cavity irises. A combined measurement of T & R is required.

(3) The TESLA cavity has 9 cells (the largest cell number for low frequency cavities)
with complex surface curves. The space of cavity test cryostat is tightly constrained.
Assuring satisfaction of 3-dimension tolerances at all moving contact points is a challenge.

(4) To rotate a large number of measuring cables in He II while the mapping turns.
(5) A fast data acquisition system is also needed to trace the dynamic progress.

We have overcome the above challenges and developed the rotating T-R mapping
system. Since December 1994, the system has been successfully employed in diagnostic
tests and played a significant role in cavity processing1".

TECHNOLOGIES DEVELOPMENT

Surface scanning Thermometer and Photodiode

The surface thermometer design as shown in Figure 1(A) is very close to the model
developed earlier for the CERN's SRF cavity project by INP Orsay 10.11.12 T n e sensitive
part is an Allen-Bradley carbon resistor (100 Ohm, 1/8 W) housed in a silver block with a
sensor tip of 1 mm diameter for the thermal contact to the external surface of the cavity.
This housing is thermally insulated against the surrounding He II by an epoxy envelope (
Stycast) moulded around the silver block and into a bronze piece which allows the sensor
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Figure 1 (A) Cross secuoa of a Hell surface scanning thermometer, (B) cross section of a photodiode
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to be mounted in the rotating thermometric arm. The thermometers tip must present a good
contact with the cavity wall when scanning. Each thermometer has two independent
manganin wires thermally anchored to the silver block with ~ 15 cm free length for
connecting to each cell board (14 thermometers).

The complementary calibration test was performed by mounting the thermometers in
the real operating conditions of the scanning device at different spring pressures and
heating flux at He II and subcooled He (2.3K and one bar). The detailed results are
presented in another paper9- In the case of He II, the efficiency is heater power dependant.

The commercial PIN silicon/S 1223-01 photodiodes are used as x-ray detectors in the
mapping because of its small size (3mm x <j>10 mm) and its ultra-fast response. A
simplified photodiode cross-section is shown in Figure 1(B).

Rotating T-R Arms

As shown in Fig 2, 14 thermometers and 4 photodiodes are mounted in each arm
which is precisely machined to have the same curved surfaces as the cavity cell. Due to
the reinforced structure of TESLA cavity, the thermometers can not directly touch the
surfaces of the cavity iris. Considering the electrical fields reach maximum at the iris, 4
photodiodes are located in the end of each arm to monitor FE induced X-rays while 14
thermometers are used to monitor the temperatures in the entire region between the irises
of each cell13. Two springs located inside two holes in the body of the rotating arm are
used to adjust the contact pressure. A printed electron board is mounted on the side of the
arm. At "the level of the boards the connectors ensure the cabling dispatching inside the
cryostat allowing the motion of the rotating arm. All cables for the sensors are feed
through a device, called moving adapter device or "pancakes", and then connected to
feedthrough on the top flange of the cryostat.

Driving and Suspension Frame (DSF)

A total of 116 surface scanning thermometers 13 and 32 photodiodes are assembled
into 9 rotating arms which are mounted in the DSF as shown in Figure 3. The most
important consideration in the mechanical design is to assure the three dimension
tolerance between the cavity surface and the tips of the 116 thermometers over entire
cavity surface (i.e. more than 10,000 points) within ±lmm. The DSF has two centring
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Figure 2. A picture of the rotating arm.

fo Rf input coupler

Figure 3. A cross section of the DSF
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Figure 4. A schematics of a MAD Figure 5. A complete T-R mapping system

rings to allow the axis of DSF as close to the axis of cavity cells as possible. The rof^iii p,
frame is also suspended on two disks made of low fraction materials at low temperature.
These structures enable the DSF in superfluid He to gently turn the arms around the cavity
and uniformly press the thermometers (through the spring-holder structure, P=1OO g per
thermometer) against the cavity surfaces. Driven by a computer-controlled stepping
motor, the T-R arms can be automatically turned to any suspect position on the cavity
surface with a accuracy of ± 1 degree.

Moving Adapter Device (MAD)

A large number of electronic measuring cables have to move with the rotating arms
when the T-R mapping rotates. These cables become very rigid in LHe. A moving
adapter device13 was successfully designed to overcome the problem as shown in Figure
4. Each pancake has two nngs. The inner ring is mounted in the moving DSF and turns
with the DSF around the cavity. Its outer ring is fixed with cavity supports. One end of
each 64-wire-cable is connected to the inner moving nng and the cables make 9 turns
around the inner nng of the MAD while the another end of the cables connects to the outer
fixed nns. When the DSF turns 360° around the cavity, the cables only make relatively
short movement inside the MAD. The space in the TTF vertical cryostat is very
constrained which makes the MAD design even more difficult. As shown in Figure 4, the
MAD has been tested and functions well in many cavity experiments. Figure 5 shows the
complete T-R mapping system.

Fast Data Acquisition and Test Procedure

Two Ge-thermometer and three additional scanning thermometers are used to
monitor the change of bath temperature during measurement. To check the photodiodes
two small lights are placed in the DSF. Maps" can be taken with auto-scanning of entire
cavity surface or scanning with time in a fixed position. The temperature change AT is
made by comparison of two measurements of RF power on and off (also, the bath
temperature changes are subtracted from the total AT). The effective resolution of
temperature measurement is less than 5 mK. One longitudinal measurement in a fixed
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angular position can be completed in less than 10 ms. All data taken, control and display
are performed through a multiplexer by a Sun-station computer with a LabViewTM
language program14.

RESULTS, ANALYSIS & DIAGNOSTICS

The T-R mapping has been successfully employed in the diagnostic testing of TESLA
SRF cavities. We will briefly introduce some of the more interesting results here. A
detailed test report will be presented in the "1995 SRF Superconductong Workshop".

Detection of Thermal Breakdown

We use the TESLA 9-cell cavity (D-6) as an example shown in Figure 6. This cavity
has been heat treated with Ti-purification at 1400° C for 4 hrs and a monitory sample has a
RRR of about 500. At first, the cavity was limited by severe FE at Eacc = 4 MV/m and Q
dropped to 8 x 10^, Fig. 6 (A). With RF power processing, the FE events were eliminated
and the T-maps show the heating areas by FE gradually disappeared. Finally the cavity
reached Eacc = 12.5 MV/m through a high RF pulse peak power processing (HPP) and
then limited only by a quench.

While scanning the entire surfaces of the 9-cell cavity, the T-mapping located a strong
heating area centred at the equator of the cell-5 across over 10 thermometers in
longitudinal between the 0° to 40° as shown in Fig. 6 (B). To further study the TB event,
we relocated the T-R arm to the heating area, moved it by 5° angular stepping and found
the hottest spot to be around 15°. Finally we moved the arms to the 15°, turned on the RF
power in CW mode and observed continuing quenches of the cavity as shown in Fig 3 (C).
Simultaneously, we continuously took the temperature measurements at the fixed location.
Fig. 6 (D) show the temperature changes at 15° as a function of time. It also indicates the
dynamic progress of the cavity quench in local area. The highest temperature measured on
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Figure 6. (A) overall RF performance of the TESLA 9-cell cavity D6. (B) The detected heating area due to
TB at the equator of cell-5. (C) Oscilloscope traces of transmitted power during continuing TB of the
cavity. (D) The temperature changes at longitudinal of 15° of the cell-5 during continuing TB of the cavity
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Figure 7. (A) Overall RF performance of the TESLA cavity -1. (B) Heating area responsible for the Q
dropping and limit of Eacc

the outer surface of the cavity is above 5 K and the quench was limited in one cell and did
not propagate to the adjacent cells.

These results indicate that HPP is very effective in elimination of FE15, but uoi iur
TB. The tests tell us that there may be a combination of local defects at cell-5 ;̂ nd
existence'of a low thermal conducting thin layer (due to Ti-purification) on the oav.uy.
Optical observation after test showed a suspected deep scratch on the inner surface nenr t'-je
equator and close to 15° of cell-5 . We are planing to take an additional 50 jam of male:•>;;!
from the inner surface and re-test it again.

Identification of FE Heating and Emitter Location

In investigating FE, we first use T-R mapping to identify the landing areas ;i : ':l
electrons and then find out the locations of emitters with simulations of FE ckc U \
trajectories, we use a TESLA prototype 9-cell cavity (-1) as an example. It has reached
20 MV/m as shown in figure 7 (A). Previously, cavity -1 had been limited by thermal
breakdown at about Eacc = 10 MV/m. Afterwards, the cavity -1 was heat treated at 1400°
C with Ti-purification. We then removed 80 \xm of material from the inner RF surfaw
and 30 u.m from outer side by chemistry, followed by high pressure rinsing.

Locating of Heated Areas and Intensity
In the test the cavity -1 was initially stopped by heavy field emission at point A of 11.2

MV/m with a Q, 8.5 x 10^ The T-map, Figure 7 (B) indicate an important heated region
delimited by 12 thermometers (#53 to #64) centred close to the equator of the 5th cell,
between the 110° to 200° angles. Outside of this region the heating is very low. The AT
value in this region is lOOrnK - 3.3K. The y-axial of figure 7(B) is the thermometer
number from 0, close to the top ins of cell-1, to 116, close to the bottom ins of cell-9. The
x-axial represents the angular location on the cavity surface.

Analysis of Thermal Performance

The experimental data obtained with the T-R mapping is consistent with the thermal
analysis if we consider the following assumptions: high efficiency of thermometer at high
heat flux, heat transfer governed by Kapitza regime, and electron trajectories impacts over
a large area. The magnetic field heating at equators of the 5th cell, for Eacc=11.2 MV/m
and Rs=30 nQ, gives only AT=5 mK. The power related to the electron FE, Pelec=173 W,
is focusing on local region.

The very high value AT measured in this region (100mK-3.3K) can only be explained
by assuming that the efficiency of a scanning thermometer increases strongly with the heat
flux density at the interface of cavity wall and Hell. Such a high heat flux density is
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slightly less than the critical heat flux densities reported in experiments with metallic flat
heaters in Hell16 So it is believed that the heat transfer is in the regime governed by
Kapitza conductance. The integration of the product of Kapitza conductance and AT over
the heated region leads to a total heat power going to He bath: Q-100 W. This value is
consistent with the RF measurements of the experiment.

Identifying of FE Emitter Location

Locating origins of FE and TB is very important to understand the influence of various
cavity processing and also to a guided reparation of defected cavities. However, the
measured hot spots only indicate the landing of impacting FE electrons, but not the
emitter. . ,, . . .

The simulation of FE electron trajectories demonstrate the following interesting
results- FE electrons from an emitter can impact over a very large area, the shape of
trajectories are sensitive to emitter location (So), and an emitter responsible for the heating
shown in figure 3 is successfully identified. Since electron trajectories, impacting election
energy and power deposition distribution (dP/ds vs. s) are controlled by the Eacc and So, a
series of simulations are performed by changing So at Eacc=11.2 MV/m, assume b=200,
Se (emitter area) = lxlO"13m2. It is found that an emitter located at So=8 cm (at the iris
area in a curvilinear co-ordination) has electron trajectories shown in figure 8 A. Its
power distribution (dP/ds vs. s) in Figure 8 B seems to be very close to the shape of the
measured temperature distribution 8 C. It is indicated that heated areas at the equator
(usuallv by defects) can also be caused by FE. The b and Se (emitter area) of the
candidate emitter were adjusted to fit with the thermal analysis and RF experimental data.
For instance, at Eacc=11.2 MV/m, if Se=lxlO-13 m2, b = 400, the total mean power
landed over RF period is 10W.

Finally the hi ah pulse RF power processing (HPP) was introduced to the cavity
(150KW) and successfully eliminated the field emitters. Aaother T-map also witnessed
the FE elimination. After HPP, the cavity finally reached 20 MV/m in cw mode.

Information from X-Ray Maps

A large number of radiation maps of X-rays induced by FE electrons were also
observed. In general, information from X-ray maps are in consistent with that obtained
from T-maps. "AS we mainly discuss the technical areas relevant to low temperature
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Figure 8. (A) FE electron trajectories of the emitter located at So = 8 cm and the emitter is responsible for
the Q degradation. (B) Power distribution contributed by impacting FE electrons from So = 8 cm. (C)

experimental longitudinal AT plot from T-map data of Figure 7 B fixed at 140°.
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science here, the X-ray maps and analysis will be presented at the 1995 SRF
superconducting workshop (Saclay, France).

CONCLUSION

The T-R mapping system for TESLA 9-cell cavities was commissioned and successfully
analysed and diagnosed the problems with the TESLA cavities caused by FE and TB. The
information learned from T-R mapping results has played a significant roles in cavity
processing and will be very valuable in further guided reparation of some cavities.
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ABSTRACT

increase of the
inducting cavities

electrons from the RF

The primary limitation to
attainable accelerating gradient in
is the strong field emission (FE)
surface.

Many studies devoted tq the DCf field emission have shown
that the electron emission on /b road metallic surface steins
from a few very localized sources, called emitters. Superficial
dust particles (metallic or dielectric) or semiconducting
impurities embedded in the Surface can originate the
emission. Different experimental results have led to several
theoretical models explaining the physical mechanisms of the

,,vfield emission. x - ~ -
We-have-isvestigatedlhe RF field emission from a sample
subjected tojiigh RF fields (E^fe -> 40-MWfH) in a copper
cavity.J Gar Study is focused on the luminous emissions
occurring on the RF surface simultaneously with the electron
emission. The optical apparatus attached to the cavity permits
to observe the evolution of the emitters and the direct effects
of the surface conditioning. Also, the parameters of the
emitted radiation (intensity, glowing duration, spectral
distribution) may provide additional informations on the field
emission phenomena. This—paper relates Jome results
concerning samples intentionally contaminated with particles
(metallic or dielectric^ K-< f^t'JizA- ,—

*" INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the availability of higher energy particle
beams for linear electron-positron colliders, depends on the
accelerating gradient capability of superconducting
radiofrequency (SRF) cavities beyond the 5-10 MV/m level
presently available [1]

The primary limitation to the increase of the accelerating
gradient is the field emission of electrons out of the cavity
surface in the presence of high surface electric fields. The
emitted electrons are accelerated in the electromagnetic field
of the cavity and. when hitting the wall, give off their kinetic
energy as heat and partially as bremsstrahlung x-rays. The
deposited power can lead to the heating of the cavity walls
and when the emission is sufficiently intense, thermal
breakdown occurs. The main effect of this phenomenon is a
drastic lowering of the cavity quality factor and consequently
a severe reduction of the cavity performances

These last years, an intense work has been performed in order
to understand and to fight against this field limitation.
Different diagnostic techniques were employed: thermometry.
X-rays detectors, etc and the result was a clear evidence of
the localized nature of the emitter sites [2J.

Based on previous work [3,4] in DC experiments, our idea
was to study the luminous effects observed in metallic
surfaces subjected to high electric fields and to apply this
method for diagnostic purpose. The luminous effects, which
seem clear in DC experiments, led the authors to propose a
model of FE based on the electroluminescence originating
from the electron emission sites.

The goal of the present study is the observation and the
analysis of the luminous features in the surface of a RF cavity,
using an advanced optical device. The experimental program
using this technique is mostly driven by the interest of
measuring the influence of the particle contamination of the
cavity surface.

M. Jimenez [5] have shown a positive correlation between the
electrical conductivity of the microparticles and their emissive
capability. This work in DC reveals that metallic particles are
intense electron emitters even at moderate electric fields (<20
MV/m), while the dielectric particles start to emit at very
high fields (100 MV/m).

Intensive work with prototype cavities [1] have shown that
even with a carefull preparation of the cavities (chemical
polishing, ultra high purity water rinsing, clean room
mounting, etc.), the emission takes place at surface fields
starting at 10-15 MV/m. Using thermometers and X-rays
detectors, the emission sites positions were localized and
different methods of surface analysis (EDX, Auger, etc.) have
proven the presence of contaminants (metals, etc.) in the
region close to the emitter site.

More recently, a new conditioning technique (High Peak
Power Processing conditioning) [ 1.6] allows to reach higher
surface fields (~ 40 MV/m) without FE for important surfaces
(>100 cm2) At higher fields, new emitters appear or are
activated avoiding to reach the theoretical limits of the
superconducting cavities (electric fields close to 100 MV/m).
During the conditioning experiments, the explosive behavior
of conditioned emission sites have shown a close similitude to
observations realised in DC experiments. The optical device
presented in this paper could be also an interesting tool to
study the conditioning of cavity surfaces.

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
a) Cavity1

A reentrant k/4 cavity has been designed by the Saclay Group
[7,8] for studying the RF field emission on removable
samples. It has been shown [9] that FE at room temperature
and at superconducting temperatures have practically the

Presented at the International Field Emission Society Meeting (1FES 95 )
Madison, Wis (USA). August 7 -11, 1995.
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same behavior Hence the cavitv used is a copper one,
operating at room temperature, offering a fast and easy turn
around and low operating costs The cavity is powered by a
5 kW klystron operating in pulsed mode: frequency close to 1
Hz and pulse width limited in the range 1 ms to 5 ms. to
avoid the walls heating Its removable bottom supports a
screwed sample, whose top is located on the maximum
surface electric field area of the cavity In that way. we ensure
that emission comes preferentially from the sample A hollow
electrode measures the electron current emanating from the
sample. It faces the sample and is positioned to allow only the
electrons from emitter sites lying on the sample top to be
collected
Two types of samples with different diameter dimension and
tip shape were used in the present study. Type #1 is 3 mm
diameter cylindrical sample with a flat top and rounded
edges Type #2 is 2 mm diameter cylindrical sample ended by
a conical tip This second geometry offers the advantage of a
higher maximum electric field (Emax) in comparison with the
first one and for a given input power, but it shows a smaller
investigation surface. For a copper sample and 5 kW input
power, type # 1 geometry gives only Emax= 60 MV/m,
whereas 100 MV/m are reached with the type #2 geometry If
the sample is a niobium one. type #1 gives Emax = 50 MV/m
and type #2 gives 83 MV/m (for 5 kW input power).

b) Optical system

Straight up from the cavity, a minor reflects the sample
image to an intensified camera, through an optical system
(Fig 1), detailed in Ref [10,11] The camera has a sensitivity
of 5 x 10-* lux in the wavelength range of 400-650 nm (at 40
% of the maximum relative response). Its spatial resolution is
about 6 urn on the sample surface. The spectral analysis
system consists of a pair of crossed slits (50 urn) remotely
controlled to select the light emanating from just one spot A
prism is then positioned on the optical path and the dispersed
light analyzed by a cooled CCD multichannel sensor
(Hamamatsu C5809 model with 64 vertical pixels x 512
horizontal pixels and a spectral response in the range of 400-
1000 nm. at 10 % of the maximum relative response)

An associated readout circuitry restores a video signal which
is digitized by an oscilloscope and then processed by a PC
computer program in its final form: radiation power versus
wavelength
The CCD sensitivity measurement was performed with
different near-monochromatic light sources (laser diode.
LED, narrow band filters) and the obtained results were
within ~ 7 % of the manufacturer's values. A spot with
luminous intensity of 10 ~ 14 W is detectable by this way Due
to the wavelength dependence of the refractive index of the
prism, the spectral precision varies: its value is 1 nm at
400 nm and 10 nm at 1000 nm.

c) Data acquisition

The klystron and the luminous sensors are triggered by the
same pulse, in that way the camera restores a sample image
synchronized to the RF pulse and the CCD detector delivers a
spectrum at each RF pulse The last improvement is the
acquisition of the transmitted RF power value and the
measured current via the Labview software and its associated
analogous board Complementary the camera images are
simultaneously recorded during the experiment

d) Experimental protocol

Particles are deposited by sprinkling on the top of a clean
sample placed over the cold vapors of an LN2 bath The
particles stick to the moistened surface and after drying
remain well adhered, even during sample mounting in the
cavity and even with the application of electrostatic fields
The samples are mounted in the cavity on a laminar flow
bench The prepared cavity is then evacuated and the
experiment starts when the pressure reaches the range of 10'7

mbar We usually examine the sample with a Scanning
Electronic Microscope (SEM) before putting it in the RF
cavitv and after the RF test.

Videotape
recorder

Frame grabber

I mage processing

Oscilloscope

Spccowo acquisition
l y u e n on labview

Smote and hold

1500MH2
Copper cavnv

Sample

(Cu.Nb.

Fig. 1 : optical system for light spots observation
and spectral analysis in RF cavities
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

a/) Iron particles
A niobium sample (type # 2) was contaminated with

about a hundred of iron particles (size ~ 50 urn) (Fig.2).

decreasing phase. No particles movement and no
luminescence were observed. Afterwards the SEM
examination showed numerous stacks of 3-4 particles piled up
and individual lined up particles (Fig. 4). The iron particles
had melted and welded on the substrate, allowing a good
electrical contact with it. Identically, a welding contact joined
two particles of a stack and small craters (0 < 1 nm) were
visible at the contact vicinity.

-r
Fig. 2 : the Fe particles of the Nb sample before the RF

tests
The first RF test, described in table 1, started with the
progressive increase of the electric field in the cavity. At each
plateau, the field was kept constant for several minutes in
order to reduce the strong instabilities of gas desorption
phenomena. A clear conditioning effect was observed
throughout the experiment, as curve 1 of Fig.3 shows. From
the field value of 7.5 MV/m, particles started to displace:
some were ejected out of the sample surface, others lined up
or piled up along the electric field direction, perpendicular to
the surface (Fig.4). Particles movements were initiated during
field increasing phases, none was observed at constant field.
Jointly to these events, luminous flashes occurred around the
moving particles and lasted one RF pulse. The RF power was
turned off and the cavity vacuum allowed to recover.

Table 1 : summary of the first RF test of the Nb
sample, contaminated with Fe particles

Curve 2 of Fig. 3 describes the second RF test (RF pulse 0,5
ms / 2.5 Hz ). After a fast field increasing phase, the highest
power level was maintained for -15 minutes, before the
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Fig. 3 : electron current versus electric field daring the RF
tests of the Nb sample, contaminated with Fe particles
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Fig. 4 : the Fe particles of the Nb sample after the RF tests

b) Alumina particles

Small size particles

A clean niobium sample (type #2) was tested in the cavity
(RF pulse 2 ms / 1.2 Hz). At the highest field value of 86
MV/m. an electron emission of 2 ^A was measured. Then the
sample was taken out of the cavity and sprinkled with
alumina particles of ~< 1 urn size. After a forming period, an
electron current of 7 nA was measured at the maximum field
value. From 6 MV/m field value, few brief spots glowed for
one or few RF pulses, giving a weak luminous intensity
compared to the luminescence of the next alumina
experiments. A multitude of few um size craters were located
on the substrate surface, no trace of the initial alumina
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particles was observed The short life and instability of the
light spots made the spectral measurement very difficult in
this experiment

Large size particles
Two copper samples (#A and #B) of type # 1 were

contaminated with alumina particles of 20-50 ^m size.
Submitted to RF field, they show a very impressive luminous
activity. At low fields (<10 MV/m ), few stable spots started
to glow and their intensity was estimated at few 10" 1 3 W
(Fig.5).

For the sample #A, the main experimental results are
summarized on the table 2 and its current behaviour is
detailed on the Fig 6

Rf pulse

Vacuum pressure

Electric field threshold

for stable luminescence

Spot intensity

Electric field threshold

for unstable

luminescence

Strongest current event

Electric field threshold

forFE

Electron current at the

maximum field

RFtest 1

4 ms 1.25 Hz

~ lO^mbar

5 MV/m

NOFE

few 10 " 1 3 W

9.5 MV/m

150nA

15 MV/m

1 mA

7 MV/m

<0.5nA

37 MV/m

30 nA

RFtest 2

4 ms ' 1.25 Hz

- lO^mbar

20 MV/m

NOFE

few 10 - 13 W

19 MV/m

400 uA

19 MV/m

400 uA

37 MV/m

150 uA

Fig. 5: large alumina particles at E = 8 MV/m

The increase of the field in the cavity led firstly to a higher
spots density with higher intensity saturating the intensified
camera Then, at higher power, the luminous spots originated
surface explosions, followed by tracks with curved or straight
trajectories (Fig 7) These strong events are accompanied by
strong electron emission After several RF pulses, the current
and the luminous activity stabilized, but each RF power level
increase triggers a new spectacular pattern of light tracks and
explosions

1.00I--O?-

1.00E-0

1.00H-0

1.00E-0

1.00E-0*

l.OOE-OJ
I

-•—Curve 1: l s t R F i
4ms/1.25Hz

^— Curve 2: 2nd RF
4nu/1.2SHz

l.OOE-oU-
10 15 20 25

E(MV/n

30 40

Fig. 6 : electron current versus electric field during the RF
tests of the Cu sample #A, contaminated with A12O3

particles

Table 2 : summary of the RF tests
#A, contaminated with AI2O3 ~ 50

of the Cu sample
yim particles

Fig. 7 : large alumina particles at E = 20 MV/m

Several individual spots were measured with the spectral
analysis system. Each spot exhibited the same type of
spectrum, with different spectral density peak value and
wavelength ranging from 600 nm to 800 nm (Fig.8)
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Fig. 8 : three different light spots (sample #A)

The study of one spot in the electric field range of 30 to
40 MV/m has revealed that the peak wavelength was not
modified despite the field increase (Fig. 9).

u
\fa

07 0.8
Wavelength (ran

Fig. 9 : optical spectra of the same spot at different
electric fields (sample #A)

Melted alumina particles and overlapped craters were
observed on the SEM examination, following the RF tests.
These features reveal an intense heating during the test. The
surface of the sample, exhibit small clusters of alumina
particles (< 5 \\xn. in diameter), resulting from explosive
processes.

A sample #B was tested: a spectral analysis of stable spots
initiated on the clean sample has shown spectra of the same
previous form, with a peak centered in the wavelength range
of 800-900 run. Then, it was contaminated with alumina
particles of size ~ 20 (im. A similar strong luminous activity
was rapidly triggered with strong electron and ionic currents.
One of the spots was analysed at different RF pulse lengthes,
the spectra obtained have maximum intensity wavelength
varied in the range of 600-800 nm, keeping constant the
spectrum shape.

DISCUSSION

The experimental luminous features could be analyzed
by considering two different physical processes:
electroluminescence and thermal radiation.

The electroluminescent mechanism, occurring in the dielectric
particle, consists of a high field ionization of bound electrons

generating charge carriers, an acceleration of free carriers in
the electric field, then collisions and excitation of luminescent
centres by the high energy carriers. Large number of papers
reports an associated electron emission [12]. Some of the main
features of electroluminecence were observed in our
experiments, electric field levels of 5-10 MV/m are required
to trigger the luminescent spots, the luminosity' increases
sharply with the electric field increase, and a good fit with the
electroluminecent experimental Alfrey Taylor law, relating
the brigthness and the inverse root of the electric field [13]
(Fig. 10).

1.00E-1

I.OOE-I;

1.00E-1'

1.00E-H

0.145 0.15 0.155 0.16

l/sqrt(E) (E in MV/i

0.165 0.17

Fig. 10 : luminous power versus the square root of the
electric field, in a copper sample RF test

Some DC experiments [3] reveal spectra whose maximum
intensity wavelength does not depends on the electric field
level and observation of explosions and tracks seen to
originate from the spots. These effects have been observed in
our experiments. But the main disagreement concerns the
luminous spectra measured. We have reported a bell or
gaussian shape for all the observed spots, with a maximum
intensity wavelength variable in the range of 600-900 nm.
There is no evidence of spectra with a sharp peak as
mentioned in [3] and other numerous papers dedicated to the
electroluminescence in alumina

The thermal radiation mechanism results from the
heating of dielectric particles by the RF electric field. The
power density absorbed by a dielectric is given by P(W/m3) =
1/2 s0 er GOE2 tanS/2 Asserting that a spherical particle of
alumina ( ~ 10 ^m of radius), in poor thermal contact with
the substrat. evacuates the heating by conduction to the
substrat and by thermal radiation, its equilibrium temperature
is estimated as a function of the electric field. The alumina
emissivity were found in [14] and the thermal resistance
recently measured by [15] (Rth ' 107 K/W). The 2300 K
melting temperature of alumina is reached for an electric field
of 45 MV/m. With these ingredients, the thermal radiation
exhibits broad spectra, centered on the wavelength range of
600-900 nm, for temperatures close to the melting
temperature of alumina ( ~ 2300 K) (Fig 11).
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Fig. 11 : thermal radiation calculated spectra for an
alumina particle of ~ 10 pm radius and at two
temperatures: T = 2000 K (E = 40 MV/m) and
T = 2500 K (E = 50 MV/m)

l.OOE-l
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1'sqn(E)(EkiMV/ni)

Fig. 12 : thermal radiation calculated power for an
alumina particle of ~ 10 |im radius versus the square root
of the electric field

Fig. 12 shows the estimation of the total radiated power
versus the electric field, emitted by the spherical particle, then
intercepted through the experimental optical solid angle by
the detector

In spite of the quite accurate measurements of the
spectra main characteristics (shape . maximum intensity
wavelength, wavelength width, total luminous power) no
correlation was evidenced between these parameters. Only
two correlations can be stated: for a given spot, the
dependence of its brightness with the electric field [13] and
the influence of the RF pulse length (AT) on the displacement
of the maximum wavelength to shorter wavelengths (/-max ~
600 nm obtained for AT ~ 0.5 ms as compared with /.max ~
800 nm for AT ~ 2 ms) The large dispersion of these
parameters could be interpreted asserting the shape, the
emissivity and the thermal contact of each considered
particle, determines its spectrum. If the mechanism of the
luminous emission is dominated by thermal radiation, it is
difficult to understand the maximum wavelength
independence from the electric field. It is expected to vary
with the electric field for a given spot

One clear observation for alumina particles seems to be
the possibility to condition the samples and the important

reduction of the electron current after very intense luminous
and current activity. In the case of the metallic particles .
some stable spots have been obsened (stable spots were also
observed on apparently clean samples [10]). but their number
and intensity were far less than the case of alumina
contamination. No intense light activity was detected during
the conditioning period.

Some events could correspond to an electroluminescent
behavior, but much of the experimental observations with
contaminants could be interpreted by both
electroluminescence and thermal radiation For the moment,
it is difficult to propose a clear mechanism occurring not only
in the contaminants (here particles) but also on the surface
itself (grain boundaries, foreign metal inclusions, etc.).

The next work concerns the confirmation of a
correlation between light emission spots and electron
emission, and a systematic test of different samples in order
to find correlations between the luminous features, mainly the
spectral ones
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